Today

It's Style with Comfort

GOOD old days, back there in the "eighties," we so often say. Yet who would want to live again through those times when style meant discomfort.

Today, style is just as important as the days gone by. But style is combined with comfort.

For instance, in the modern home of today there are conveniences we didn't even dream of thirty years ago.

There are telephones—just not one, for that's a necessity. But telephones in the hall, in the kitchen, beside the bed, and in other locations as well.

For modern people must have comfort and convenience in their telephones as well as in everything else. Running back and forth through the house for them when the telephone rings. They save steps—and energy.

And the cost—so little. Scarcely more than the daily paper.

Have you as many telephone extensions as you really want? Just telephone the Business Office and we'll see that you get as many as you want.
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